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VALUATION RINGS WITH ZERO DIVISORS

PATRICK H. KELLY AND MAX D. LARSEN1

Abstract. Manis has developed a valuation theory for com-

mutative rings which extends valuation theory for fields. How-

ever his results do not extend the characterization of valuation

rings as domains of maximal partial homomorphisms. In this note

we show that Manis' theory also generalizes this aspect of valua-

tion theory. Next we show that an overring W of a valuation ring

Vis not necessarily a valuation ring in any nice sense, but that W

is contained in a valuation ring which is a large quotient ring of V.

All rings considered will be commutative and have unity element.

An element will be called regular ii it is not a zero divisor and an ideal

will be called regular if it contains a regular element. An overring of a

ring R is a ring between R and its total quotient ring. For convenience

A\B= {xEA\x£B}.

1. Maximal partial homomorphisms and valuation pairs. If A' is a

ring, then by a valuation pair of K, we mean a pair ( V, P), where F is a

subring of K and P is a prime ideal of V, satisfying any of the follow-

ing equivalent conditions [5, p. 193]:

(1) If W is a subring of K containing F and if M is a prime ideal of

IF with Mr\V = P, then V= W.
(2) For all xEK\V, there exists pEP such that pxE V\P.

(3) There is a mapping v from K onto an ordered abelian group

with symbol <» adjoined which satisfies v(xy) =v(x)+v(y) and

v(x+y)^min{v(x), v(y)} for all x, yEK and such that

V = [x E K | v(x) = 0} and P = {x E K\ »(a;) > 0}.

In [2, Theorem 1 ] the equivalent conditions which define a valua-

tion ring of a field include a condition involving maximal partial

homomorphisms. We now establish this result for rings which allow

zero divisors.
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Definition. Let K be a ring and let V be a subring of K. If h is a

homomorphism from K into an algebraically closed field L with domain

V, h is called a maximal partial homomorphism of K if h has no ex-

tension to a homomorphism from K into L with domain a subring of K

properly containing V.

This definition provides an alternative to the definition of place

given by Harrison [4, p. 53].

Theorem 1. Let K be a ring, let V be a subring of K, and let P be a

prime ideal of V. Then ( V, P) is a valuation pair of K if and only if

there exists an algebraically closed field L and a maximal partial homo-

morphism h from K into L with domain V and kernel P.

Proof. Suppose ( V, P) is a valuation pair. Let L be an algebraic

closure of the quotient field of V/P. Let h be the canonical homo-

morphism V—>V/P. Suppose h has an extension h':W^>L where

VEWCK. If xEW\V, there exists pEP such that xpEV\P. Then

h'(xp)=h(xp)9¿0, but h'(xp)=h'(x)h'(p)=0. Hence h is maximal.

Now suppose (V, P) is not a valuation pair; then there is a ring W

with VE WQK and a prime ideal M of W such that MC\V = P. Let

L be an algebraically closed field and let h be a maximal partial

homomorphism from K into L with domain V and kernel P. Then

F/FÇF. Consider V/P a subring of W/M and identify elements

under the usual injection. If W/M is algebraic over V/P then the

mapping W^W/Ml^L extends h. Otherwise some w + M is trans-

cendental over V/P, where wEW\V. Define a mapping h'\ V\w}—*L

by ^'(Eí'-o biW') =h(b0). To see that h' is well-defined, let

c = E?-o biW*E V[w] be such that c = 0. Then in W/M,

¿(bi + M) (w + MY = 0

and bi + M = bi+PEV/P. Therefore &0£F and h(b0)=0, and hence

h'(c)=0.

Corollary. Let K be a ring with subring V. Let h be a maximal

partial homomorphism of K with domain V into an algebraically closed

field L. If K' is an overring of K, there is a maximal partial homo-

morphism h' of K' into L which extends h. Further, if xi, x2, - ■ - , xn

are elements of K' such that E o.iiin...i„x[lx21 • - ■ xnn = 0 implies all

the a,-,,-,...,•„ are in the kernel of h, and if oi, o2, • • • , an are arbitrary

elements of L, then h' can be chosen such that A'(x,)=a¡ for i = l,

2, - - - , ra.

2. Valuation rings. For the remainder of this paper, if (V, P) is a
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valuation pair of K where K is the total quotient ring of V, we will

say simply that (F, P) is a valuation pair.

If P is a prime ideal in a ring F with total quotient ring K, the

large quotient ring [3, p. 56] of F with respect to P is

F[P] = {x E K | xs E V for some s G V\P}.

If (F, P) is a valuation pair, then V— V[p\.

The next results show that a ring cannot form a valuation pair with

two distinct regular prime ideals.

Proposition. Let ( V, P) be a valuation pair with P regular and let

Q be a prime ideal of V. Then V[q\ = V if and only if PÇ.Q.

Proof. If PQQ, then VQ V[Q]QVlP] = V. Now suppose PQQ and
assume that F= V[q\. Let r be a regular element of P; then rEQ-

If pEP\Q, then p/r(fc V, so there exists sEP such that sp/r

EV\P. Since V=Vm and £<$<2, j/rGF and therefore sp/rEP, a

contradiction.

Corollary. Let V be a ring, K its total quotient ring. Either V = K or

there exists at most one prime ideal P of V such that ( F, P) is a valua-

tion pair of K. If such P exists, it is regular if and only if V^K.

Proof. Suppose V^K and P, Q are prime ideals of F with (F, P)

and (F, Q) valuation pairs of K. Since Vy^K, there exists a regular

element xEV with a;-1(£ F. Since F[Q] = F[p], xEPC\Q, so P and Ç

are both regular. That P = Q follows from the proposition.

Because of the above result, when (F, P) is a valuation pair, we

shall call F a valuation ring.

3. Overrings of valuation rings. We show that overrings of valua-

tion rings are not necessarily valuation rings in the nice way that

they are for integral domains.

Theorem 2. Let (F, P) be a valuation pair with P regular. If for

every overring W of V there exists an ideal M of W contained in V such

that iW, M) is a valuation pair, then P is a maximal ideal of V.

Proof. Let b be a regular element of P and let a be any element in

V\P. Let W=V[a/b] and let M be the prime ideal given by the

hypothesis. Then MQP since (F, P) being a valuation pair implies

that P^{xEV\xyEV for some y¿F}. Then b<£M and 1/bEW
since (IF, M) is a valuation pair. Thus there is a smallest positive

integer n and Co, C\, • • • , cnE F such that Ct^O and

V¿= ¿Ciia/b)'.
«•-o
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If «^2, multiplying by ¿>n_1 shows that cna"~1ia/b)EV. But since

a"-xEV\P and F= V[P] this means that c„ia/b) E V, so

i/b = Ê Ciia/bY + icn-i + Cnia/b))ia/bY-\
i-0

a contradiction. Therefore l/b = Co+Ciia/b) and hence lEP + ia).

The existence of a valuation pair (F, P) with P not a maximal

ideal of F shows that there exist valuation rings V with overrings W

such that W is not a valuation ring with its set of elements with posi-

tive value contained in V.

Such an example is given in [l ]. We include a sketch for complete-

ness. Let F be a field and consider F[X, Y], Let G he the set of all

irreducible polynomials fiX, Y) such that /(0, 0) = 0 and fiX, 0)

?^0. For each gEG, let Z„ be an indeterminate over F. Let

R = F[X, Y, {Z„\gEG}]. Let 7 be the ideal generated by

{ZgZh\g, hEG}yj\gZ,\gEG}. Let S = R/I and let Q be the ideal
generated by the classes of X and {ZQ\ gEG}. Then Q is a prime ideal

of S and there exists a valuation pair (F, P) of the total quotient

ring of 5 such that SÇ.V and Pf~\S = Q. It can be shown that P is

not a maximal ideal of V.

Next we show that overrings of valuation rings are "close" to

valuation rings.

Theorem 3. Let (F, P) be a valuation pair and let W be an overring

of V. Then W is contained in a valuation ring which is a large quotient

ring of V.

Proof. Let M= {xE V\xWÇ.P}. Then M is a prime ideal of W

and of F. Thus iV[M\, M) is a valuation pair. (To show this note that

M= {*GF|xsGMfor some sEV\M}.) Now if x^V[M), then there

exists s EM such that xsE V\M. Hence there exists wEW such that

wxs(£P. Thus wx G W and so x G W. Therefore WQ V~im\-

We can sharpen this result for certain overrings.

Theorem 4. Let ( F, P) be a valuation pair and let W be an overring

of V. If W is a large quotient ring of V, then there exists a valuation ring

U which contains W and such that any element in U and not in W is a

zero divisor.

Proof. Let W= V~w\ for some prime ideal AT of F. If W = K, then

iW, NW) is a valuation pair and the theorem is proved. Let M be as in

Theorem 3. Then V\u\ is a valuation ring containing W. If mEM\N

and  if  yEK\W,  then  my(£V, so  there  exists  pEP such  that
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mypE V\P. Thus ypE V\n] = W and mypEP, contrary to fact. Thus

MQN. Let xEN\M; then there exists wEW such that wx^P- If x

is regular, then there exists qEV\P such that q/xEV[N\ and hence

there exists r£ V\N such that rq/xE V. Since qE V\P, r/xE V; that

is, rEN which is not the case. Thus x is a zero divisor.

Suppose z is an element of Vim{\W. Then there exists pEP such

that zp = qE V\P. If z were regular, this would yield z~xq=pEV so,

as qE V\P, z~xE V. But, z£ Vm = W with zz~xEV implies z^EN

which implies, as z_1 is regular, that z~xEM. Hence, i=zz~1E

V[M}-MÇ.M, a contradiction.

Recall the example of [l] cited after Theorem 2. If W= V[X/Y],

then there is no valuation pair ( U, T), such that U is a large quotient

ring of V containing W and TCP, which has the property that any

element in U which is not in Wis a zero divisor.
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